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Hi everyone welcome to the webinar, going to give it to be two more minutes to let some of 
the final participant sign in, we appreciate your patience. Thank you. Hello everyone, welcome 
to the webinar. Going to get started here, so you some of the logistics we have. As a bench 
before people who have been on the line for a while your phone lines are muted they will stay 
muted for the rest of this presentation. If you could also major computer audio limited any 
feedback that would be great. To do this, go to your Adobe screen, top left corner, you should 
see a green speaker icon, arrow beside it if you click on that and then click miss my speaker, 
that will help us. As I said your phone lines are muted things for your cooperation with this. 
Discussion will be recorded, on wilderness connect, just go through some logistics. Hence a 
bigger screen, center there, chat box on the bottom of the screen, there is a closed-captioned 
pod if you need that, that is available there for you. And, with that I think we are ready to 
start.  
    
 
Hello this for joining us, my name is Michelle Riley I will be your host this week to a commute 
to this wilderness information series offered by the Arthur Carhart National Wilderness 
Training Center. The session presenter McKinney Briske national wilderness reservation 
system, discuss what, the national wilderness preservation system is, what it means to agency 
staff, and the public. McKinney Briske program late Bureau of Madeline Schmitt, mid New 
Mexico State office wilderness, national conservation land, prior to this position served as an 
outdoor recreation letter, for the Oregon mountains, desert peak national Monument. Park 
ranger for her prehistoric national Monument. Started her career 15 years ago, national 
service as a seasonal interpretation ranger. Earned a Masters of arts and heritage education, 
interpretation and a graduate certificate in community planning. First hear from McKinney, 
the Baltic audience questions. If you have questions type those at any time in the chat box 
during the webinar. Address those all at the end. Thanks and with that, I will hand it over to 
you McKinney, take it away.  
 
Hi, everybody, can you hopefully you can hear me well, if you're having any problems anytime 
I'm not coming through well just type it in the chat screen so that I'm aware. Obviously I'm not 
hearing myself over, the phone line. If you could put me at the host. Somehow I got put in as a 
presenter, or participant I am not seeing, I'm not able to advance slides or anything.  
 
Still not, seeing a full screen. Welcome everybody, I am excited to talk to you, for the next 
hour, to 75 minutes. About, what the wilderness preservation system is, national wilderness 
reservation system. Just wanted to remind everybody we will be using phones for audio. I type 
the number in just in case can you get lost in the connection, on top of the checkbox. This 
session is going to be new for me, I have a whole new respect for all of my teachers, doing this 
online and presenting, to host a people especially not getting feedback, more face-to-face, 



programs being able to get feedback and so, this is a new experience for me. To present to a 
host of people that I can't see, or tell whether you are, following along. So, if you have any 
questions, please, chatted into the checkbox, I also want to interact with you as much as 
possible. We will have some questions, I will bring those out, for a chance for you guys to get 
some feedback. I want to do a raise your hand test, just to see how many people we have 
here, paying attention. And directing. Do you all see if you, go up to the top banner, hands 
there, five fingers just stopped hand.  
   If you press on it, you can raise your hand. And then you, can un-raise your hand. So. Going 
to test that out a little bit. I'm going to do, a let's see. Let's test it out. How many people 
consider themselves a dog person. And, how many people consider okay, but your handset if 
you raise your hand.  
   Okay, so how many people consider themselves a cat person. A little bit, fewer hands. Oh I 
got, seven thumbs down from somebody. Okay. Put your hands down. How about, both dogs, 
cats, all-around pet person, there. Have, more hands raised. Okay everybody, just to touch 
base with you. See that you are, at their everybody, but genuine hence just in case you have 
something that you want, to get my attention for want to raise your hand later.  
   Okay, so  
   I want to talk about what were going to talk about. Over the next hour, going to talk about 
what is designated wilderness, were going to talk about conservation notions, and movement, 
that influence the passing of the 1964 wilderness act. The record to review, with the 
wilderness act itself says. And,  
   how we use it to guide our management practices. Wilderness areas. Talk about for agencies 
charged with managing wilderness areas, and the wilderness preservation system. Then, I'm 
going to talk about or give you resources you can then, used to have as a foundation, 
complicated job that, we do when we are managing wilderness. I want to get a little bit more 
information, about who I have on the line. All I see right now. Our names. So, if you all could 
put as a couple people have their hands up, just a few. But if you could put your hands down, 
and, what if I was wondering National Park Service participants? Do we have? National Park 
Service.  
   I see a few hands. How about, okay, how about would we have on the line? I see, Carolyn,  
   Dan,  
   okay, how about forest service, on the line works for the forest service raise your hand. A lot 
of hands went up there. Great. Okay, fish and wildlife who do we have that works for the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife.  
   Great. Quite a few Fish and Wildlife Service two. Lower your hands all the federal folks. I am 
hoping, that there is may be students online,  
   nonprofits, organizations. Everybody can lower your hands. We have, federal agencies, 
because the story of wilderness is involves a lot of people. It involves, everybody. Because it is, 
complicated system, that, after a complicated notion. So what is, the national wilderness 
preservation system? The reason I am, doing this talk is because, since we have mostly federal 
land management agency folks, on the line, we all come from different backgrounds. And, we 
all have different jobs within our land management agency, not all wilderness specialist. 
Wilderness ranchers. So, maybe we started off as a, biologist or, naturalist. And, becoming 
that wilderness ranger. For that wilderness specialist because the passion, that we have for 



protecting, . So, Johnson, I just saw your child anyone talking every so often. You, need to turn 
off your,  
   audio line. On the top of the checkbox. Sorry for interrupting just other. If anybody, oh. 
Holly, thank you. Okay, what is the national wilderness preservation system? We come from 
different backgrounds. But it's a complicated, job, protecting wilderness. And, what I wanted 
to talk about, here is kind of, the story of how, the wilderness act and the national wilderness 
preservation system got passed into law. And then, what is our, job how do we do it as 
national federal, land management agencies, how do we do the job, we are charged with? 
Protecting them? What, is it what guidance do we follow?  
    
 
Basically, I don't expect you, to end this session, with all of the answers about wilderness. And, 
all of the nuances, policies, other laws, all of the concentrated factors go into managing, 
designated wilderness. But, what I hope to do is give you the resources, to feel comfortable, 
and finding the answers you need, when it comes to national wilderness preservation system. 
And, start the task what I really want to go back to, is the root of, why we are doing this. Why 
are you all taking a, Monday morning, when you probably have a ton to catch up on, after 
being off for the weekend to listen to this hour-long talk about wilderness preservation. There 
has to be a reason. That you're doing this maybe it's your job may be, you just want to feel 
more comfortable talking to  
   the guy in the cubicle next door, that is wilderness ranger. Don't understand what he is 
talking about half the time. Maybe you are passionate, maybe years into this, into being in 
your job, you know everything, you just wanted to fit in and kind of different perspective. 
There is, lots of reasons why you would, be in this talk right now. But what I want, you to think 
about for just a minute, I will posit give you, I minutes to think about it. Is why are you here? 
Why are you in the place that you are now? Doing the job you are? What experience did you 
have, when you were, young, when you were old, when you were, just, yourself, what you 
wanted to do in live. That brought you here. I'm just going to pause, for about 30 seconds. 
And, just like you think about it. And experience. Something, that brought you here. Okay, the 
reason I wanted, you to think about this. Is because, when I talk about wilderness being 
complicated, being complicated, Holly, I'm not sure what happened, the close captioning, 
really big. Okay. No it went away. We will get that fixed really quick. The reason that I, and 
asking you to think about this, is because when I am launching into now, 40 minute 45 minute 
talk about how wilderness act came to be, I'm going to bring up a few people, that were key in 
the passing of the legislation, a couple of people that represent the notion, and the feeling 
that people, felt that, drove the need to create the designated wilderness reservation system, 
but I am leaving out, a lot when it comes to the story. Because we each have,  
   behind the story of designated wilderness, the connection that brought us here today. That 
connection, drove citizens and, the American public to fight for the passing of the wilderness 
act. Because they wanted, their cultural landscape protected. But, was witness designation to 
the wilderness act. Doesn't talk about the story of the land themselves. And. They're 
connected to the land, stories of people that visit, also people that lived there. That use it, 
that connect to it indigenous cultures, the people that, have all of the landscape taking care of 
it for a long time. So, I'm just doing a sliver of what, it took or what, happens with law and 



policies at the federal land management agencies now. Designated weather. By no means. 
Sharing the whole story of wilderness. And, when you see figures, that I am mentioned, 
representation of the people, important in passing the designation. I don't necessarily have a 
wide demographic that I am, using to represent the story, that's just because if you want to 
find out, more about the people, at the end I'm going to share, wilderness connect link, you 
can find out about individuals I may not talk about here. Okay, so I want to talk about the 
wilderness preservation system. National wilderness preservation system. Established in 1964 
by the wilderness act, based on the United States for service system, established 
administratively, in 1924, and it, wilderness map now reserves, Congress the authority to 
include areas, into the system. Wilderness act, when it was, designated what was passed 
designated, 9.1 million acres, of national forest, wilderness, also required the for service 
National Park Service Fish and Wildlife Service, to review the wilderness potential of land 
under their jurisdiction. Okay, so question out there, what, why didn't I, mentioned the 
Bureau of land management. Right in the checkbox. 1964, Bureau of land management was 
not charged with, reviewing the wilderness potential. Very good. Came later. So, it wasn't until 
1976 with the, passage of that, the Bureau of land management was charged with inventory 
its own land. For wilderness character. Also included in the wilderness reservation system, one 
of the land managers. Okay. So, what did, the wilderness act do. In order to ensure, that 
increasing population accompanied by extending growing that is a typo.  
   It could you type in the chat what mechanization is supposed to be? I forgot to change that. 
Mechanization does not occupy, modified all areas within the United States, its possessions 
meaning no land designated for preservation, protection and natural condition it, it is he back 
declared to be the policy of Congress to secure for the American people of present and future 
generations, the benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness. What does that mean? In 
order to increase in order to assure, that increasing population is accompanied by expanding 
settlement, growing mechanization does not occupy and modify all areas of the United States. 
What is the wilderness act, it is protecting areas of our landscape, natural landscape to be set 
aside, for civilization doesn't intrude and take over. Wilderness, left.  
   Oh, sorry. I guess I was right. Mechanization, . Okay. So look at this, in order to assure that 
increasing population, a comedy bite settlement, growing mechanization does not occupy all 
areas of the United dates. Think about that, and then, I want you to answer, a poll for me. I 
want you to use one word, to describe, the American natural and cultural landscape. Think 
about it for a minute, try to come up with one word. Type your answers, into the chat box 
right here. Give 20 more seconds to answer. I am seeing, all awesome, while diverse, magical 
neglected, protected, disturbed. Encompassing. Valuable, dynamic sacred. Vulnerable, diverse 
is a lot here. Which I think is really great. Freedom, . It is, it is, hard to use one word. I mean, 
adjectives, that basically say, hard to capture. All personal. In, ways that we, described  
   the American landscape so it's kind of challenging when, I then want to talk about, how did 
this legislation what was the, motivation, that drew people to push for the wilderness act? It 
was, past through, many people, but, when you look at the wilderness Society, and discuss 
this in abets, their push to pass the wilderness legislation. It was a lot of grassroots efforts. It 
was, people, who had connections, or wanted to protect, the landscape, were seeing, the 
development of roads, across the West, and, these spaces, that were set aside federal land 
management, protection possibly being, use in such a way, that community grew up in, we 



need to protect. These areas. To find out more, about the some of the key figures again, with 
wilderness connect. Profiles of, all sorts of people. That were involved in the movement, of 
the passage of the 1964 wilderness act. So, I didn't know where to begin, when we are talking 
about how this act began. What I, decided to do, was just discussed, our government 
recognition of the fact that we had these landscapes, that were out there. And, start with the, 
Lewis and Clark expedition, reporting back to the newly formed federal government about, 
after the Louisiana purchase, about what, discovery in the West. Between 1804, and 1906 
Lewis and Clark discovered travel 3700 miles for the plains of the Midwest, to the shores of 
the Pacific Ocean and back. In the search for the water over the window to the west, young 
United States. Had traveled more than 8000 miles, invaluable maps, geographical information 
identified at least 120 botanical samples, or information about, you can visit the national Park 
site service site, Lewis and Clark Trail. There is lots of, information out there. But what, here's 
a quote from Meriwether Lewis, as we passed it seemed as though scenes of visionary 
enchantment, would never have an end. This is, describing their experience, and seeing it, also 
described the federal government, responsibility, now, and seeing this for the first time, 
managing their resources that they had. And, basically it was, a newly formed government in 
1804, the concept of management agency, was new. To the government, in 1785, past the 
land ordinance act. Which, basically had enabled, the government to of acquired and, dispose 
of land. That was, basically the roots of, what would then, become all of our agencies. In our 
land management mission, and. Mandates. It has long, come look at it history as well as the 
government, complicated job of figuring out how to do we manage, these lands. I wanted to 
then talk about, this notion, that discovery would send back information, to the East Coast of 
the government, that was with the discovery, then there was, in the mid-19th century, notions 
of,  
   of, the grantor, that, the American landscape iconic team had. Here is, just an example, as 
somebody who is, referenced a lot, in literature as promoting, wilderness, the protection of 
wilderness, protection of these landscapes. Henry David Thoreau, and, I have a quote from 
here, I should be glad if all the meadows on the earth were left in a wild state, if that were the 
consequences of men beginning to redeem themselves. So in other words, he is saying that, 
we redeem ourselves, by protecting these landscapes. He wrote this book as, to your stay at 
the Walden Pond, where he wrote his masterpiece, Walden. He a lot of American, 
conservation ideas. John Muir, also referred to a lot, as, what are the fathers of the ideas of 
conservation, 20th-century idea of conservation, and he, what I, I'm interpretation, education. 
Background, John Muir, always used an example of, the great interpreter, he brought, 
Roosevelt, Teddy Roosevelt to Yosemite, and showed him camped out with him, and gave him 
an experience, that's really Theodore Roosevelt described as the best experience of, outdoors 
in his live when he was outdoorsmen. His, he is Sierra Club, his ideal was, to enable that 
connection, to  
   to the, nature. He died in 1914, but his spirit lives on as, presented the father of the Sierra 
Club, still connects outings, to places, promotes, people's connection, and, it is you know, it as 
a club that, promotes, protection, and the national things that they promote. Their motto is, 
explore, enjoy, protect the land. His quote, his idea of walk away, quietly in any direction and 
taste the freedom of the Mountaineer. Camped out among the grasses, glacial Meadows in 
craggy garden Knoxville of dangerous darlings. On the mountains and get their good tidings, 



nature's peace will flow into you as sunshine flows into trees. The winds will blow, their own 
freshness and peace, into you, storms their energy, while cares will drop off like autumn 
leaves. As agent comes on, one source of enjoyment after another is closed, but nature source 
never fails. I think, the importance to connect to this quote, as land management. Is, 
sometimes we tend to get so connected to what is going on, on a computer, on our in our 
policies, in our meetings in our, whatnot we, get connect to the land itself. And to the areas 
that were, managing because, that is what it is all about. Is, connecting to, that resource. The 
land.  
   John Muir, others, began to in the end of the 19th century, early 20th century, really began 
to have this fear, that wildness, would disappear. Basically our love, of conservation and our 
love of the landscape, might also, be destructive, and the experience of it. And, 19 17 Frank 
walk, not exactly sure and pronounce his name commissioned with commission national 
recreation survey. And, what he recommended, after doing this first, wide survey, was that 
camping , hiking, and be given equal consideration, with consumptive uses of temper, and 
grazing. In other words, it wasn't just some of these agencies, had other, multiple use 
doctrines, that were, that were temper, and, resource extraction. But love of the land. 
Expressed wilderness. Something you love so much how to preserve it from the left, that was 
in, another besides consumptive uses, another thing to take into consideration when we 
formed this idea, of the system to protect wilderness. Protect from ourselves, our love of it.  
   Perhaps, also in, recognizing the fact that the people needed, the landscape they needed, 
the connection to the land. Father Leopold, that perhaps, body in the spirit, greater service 
our forest, what material things, if you lose share certain qualities, people soul of America. 
Again, is this idea of, we need wilderness to renew ourselves. Mind, body, spirit, if we all love 
it so much, how are we going to get to that wilderness experience,  
   so I have a question, another question let me find it. I think I might have missed placed my 
pole. Okay. So, type in here.  
   What was the location of the first designators will be wilderness area in the world.  
   Death, New Mexico. Great job everybody. It was, wilderness area, New Mexico where I live. 
When I say this was the first designated, and the world, it was not through the wilderness act, 
1924, it was, first service employee, worked in New Mexico. And, he was initiate a federal 
wilderness concept. Argued against the proposed expansion of the road system backcountry 
of the national forest, proposed instead, wilderness recreation, early landscape architect, for 
service, succeeded in stopping, development of a few other spaces within the for service. On, 
this was, on June third, 1924, 755,000 acres set aside in the for service as the Hilo wilderness 
first designation in the world. During the early years of, wilderness designation, under, Ranger 
Henry Woodrow,  
   working in the area, since then. Before, designation designated, it was Henry Woodrow had 
described it, as basically what trails were nonexistent, and the grizzly bears roamed the area. 
One fun fact about this, the Gila Wilderness later on by the broken up into the Leopold 
wilderness, interesting about the Aldo Leopold, it now receives, less than it did in 1911. 
Wilderness area we have, visitation statistics to show less visitors has less roads, and in 1911. 
Pretty special. So that was, the beginning of the wilderness preservation wilderness system, 
that the for service had. But, it was wilderness Society, and, the, pushing of it. Of this system 
to become a law. That, would lead to the passage of the 1964 wilderness act.  



   Leopold described the front of the wilderness Society in 1935, as, wilderness Society, 
wilderness, natural resource, having the same basic relationship, commands culture, coal, 
timber, other physical resources. Have material needs. That was the push, with the formation 
of, wilderness Society, wilderness Society points its roots to two, Bob Marshall, and, Benton 
McKay, who designer for Appalachian Trail, together to discuss, commercial proposal, and 
then ending up dedicating it to an organized, wilderness preservation system. That was the 
beginning of the wilderness Society. They have been eventually, really did an excellent job, of 
getting communities, to support the notions they had, the policies they had, and they still do 
in their mission today.  
   The wilderness campaign, is often, the person whose name gets brought up, a lot. Is, 
Howard Steinhauser, sorry, from, he drafted he began drafting wilderness bill in 19 56.  
   And, by 1955, had grown disillusioned with preservation.  
   Done with the wilderness preservation program, sequence of overlapping, emergency 
campaign he said. He sat down, compose the first draft of, what would be later become the 
wilderness act. He put 66 draft of the wilderness act 1956 and 1964. Steered it through 18 
hearings. It's passage, in the 1964 stands, sorry. Stands, dedication, and preservation of, this 
man. He, led devoted, he never left his work at home. In the chat box, if you could, would you 
think he kept his copies of the wilderness act?  
   Anybody know? In the chat box. Kept up with him, at all times. Back pocket, very good. He 
kept his coat, couldn't find a picture of it, but supposedly, he sowed all of, his coat pockets 
with, August, he carried it with him wherever he went. Any opportunity to talk about it, ideas, 
to write on it. He carried it wherever he went. Eventually, his efforts among many others led 
to the passing of the wilderness act. In 19 64. What does that mean? With the wilderness act 
passed, in 1964 54 areas, 9.1 million acres 13 states were designated as wilderness. A lot 
establishes areas as, national wilderness preservation.  
   Question, how does our agency, National Park Service, U.S. Fish and Wildlife, and, BLM, how 
do we manage wilderness, we do it just for the fun of it, how do we manage wilderness? Not 
going to ask you guys to write anything. I think there's only one answer, that we can come up 
with. Land management agencies manage designated wilderness? Law of regulation, policy. I 
took, take all of those notions, that brought the wilderness act into passing, legislation, and 
passing. And now I say, we run it. Through law, regulation, policy. The reason I say that is 
because it's the only way we can manage it. We have for the 120 laws directly affecting 
wilderness areas, and while many other prescribed measures our agencies, different. Nuances 
in agency management regulation, policy complicate the wilderness do the job we were 
charged with, as land managers protecting, managing the wilderness landscape preservation 
system is to follow what laws, our agencies have told us to do. Again, the core of the 
wilderness act is to ensure increasing population,  
   expanding. Not, occupy, modify all areas of the United States section straight out of the act. 
This is our, charge. As wilderness miniatures. I'm going to now, go into a different land 
management agencies, talk about what it is, that our agency is charged with at this phase talk 
about the agencies just briefly United States for service, under the agriculture department, 
manages approximately 33 percent 33% of the acreage wilderness preservation national 
preservation system hundred and 13 administered units to manage 448 designated wilderness 



areas. Again, resources about the particulars of the for service find information on their 
website. On your website.  
   U.S. Fish and Wildlife service, Department of Interior, manages approximately 19% of the 
acreage of the national wilderness preservation system. 54 administered units to manage 71 
designated wilderness areas.  
   Bureau of land management Department of Interior 9% of the acreage within the national 
wilderness preservation system 52 administered units diminished 260 Dell designated 
wilderness areas. And of course National Park Service Department of Interior 40% of the 
acreage within the national wilderness preservation system, uses 50 administrative units 
diminished 61 designated areas. Again at the bottom of each, of these websites you can find 
your Bureau here agency website, wilderness connection. Wilderness resources agency. 
Question for you, which of the agencies was described by the wilderness Society as embracing 
most enthusiastically embracing the new wilderness preservation system when it came to 
pass. Just a little bit, 30 seconds.  
   Five so this was everybody's going for the for service you would think the for service would 
be because there wilderness system in place it was U.S. Fish and Wildlife service young 
agency,  
   wilderness Society said that they embraced it the most enthusiastically. Okay. Moving on. 
Now, the next few slides, going to be a bunch of text, what I want to indicate by this, I am 
pointing to, how we  
   federal agencies policy guidance, of that to managing. So, wilderness, defining wilderness, 
wilderness act, from the wilderness act. I just want to point out keywords in this. Natural, 
untroubled, undeveloped. Primarily by the forces of nature. Outstanding opportunities for 
solitude or primitive and unconfined type of recreation. That I'm going to go to the park 
service wilderness character straight from the NPS wilderness character public information 
site, the definition of wilderness character. And then you see, those same highlighted 
keywords. The later, following wilderness information, about wilderness character, agencies 
responsibility. Protecting wilderness character. Just want to point out to you all of our policies 
all of our guidance, come straight out of the wilderness act. Natural, untrammeled, that is how 
we, managed wilderness. I just want to talk about prohibited uses because, if you are 
managing wilderness, you know that's there is prohibited uses, that is how we are projecting 
that landscape. This is again, straight out of the wilderness act. Shelby, when he received word 
shall means that, have to do it. Shelby, no commercial enterprise no permanent road. There 
shall be no temporary road, no use of motorized vehicles, motorized equipment, motorboats 
no landing of aircraft, no form of mechanical transport and no structures no installation. Those 
are prohibited uses. Section 4C, wilderness act. Of course, never that simple is it. Exceptions, 
to the wilderness act. Aircraft in motorboats, aren't allowed but, except where these uses, 
already established prior to 1964 wilderness act. Measures may be taken, land managers for, 
mining, claims up to December 31st, President, May, establishing reservoir. Again, directly 
wilderness act. Prohibited unless accepted, then that's how we manage. Straight from, this is 
other exceptions, livestock, establishes prior shall be permitted, outfitters and guides, 
commercial services not allowed, commercial enterprise. Commercial services, may be to 
perform wilderness for proper realizing of recreation wilderness purposes, of the area. That is 
a big a big, exception and your, agency should have policies that clarify that. A little better. 



Does not affect state water rights, and, it does not, give a jurisdiction for, national Forest of 
course, National Park Service has, fish and wildlife conservation over the wildlife. National 
Forest BLM did not have wildlife and Fish, does not give back and then, today. We have, 
national wilderness preservation system, that we manage. Which is, includes 803 wilderness 
areas, and now, acreage of, one hundred million 687 310 thousand acres. So how are we, how 
do we, as these agencies, agency staff members, how do we then take this, huge system all of 
the, manner that we have, all the stuff we have been, charged with, doing and do our jobs? 
Again we go back to we manage it through policy and the guidance of our agencies and laws. 
That's what we do. How do we do that? How do we actually achieve, with all of our other 
responsibilities, the knowledge to the point where we can do our job in a way that we should, 
with all of the tools that we need. What I would suggest is, wilderness connect is, website 
that, a partnership between the agency , University of Montana and has an incredible amount 
of resources that you can use. There is two ways you can view the site. If you look on the slide. 
Right-hand corner you see the public option. You can press a button and you as a public in 
other words if you want to just general ideas information you can press that and become 
wilderness connect so many resources, I would take you to the site and we would get lost for 
my PowerPoint I just put a couple slides showing you, a tablet of which you can find in there. 
Bureau of land management practitioner whenever I have questions I go to the toolboxes also, 
I like to go to agency resources. And I click on Bureau of land management identify included. 
Yes. Are going to find laws, wilderness act and he's other other sort of laws that might 
influence just other laws you can find here. Regulations, policies just the BLM as you can see 
from the left-hand side of the screen all the different agencies or agency agreements. And 
then,  
   look at the toolboxes array of different topics. Don't have a picture of the toolbox pictures 
the toolboxes. Accessibility on down. A variety of toolboxes.  
   So I hope that this didn't seem too daunting. Really what I wanted to talk about in the 
session and get across to everybody there is a long complicated story that is behind the laws 
and regulations we now use to manage designated wilderness. I think that's how we do our 
job . That is how we can connect with the public other coworkers, day-to-day management 
employees involved in the federal land management Bureau. We have resources. You can find. 
Might seem daunting but connections with each other, connections to the web resources that 
we have that's how we can's take impossible daunting tasks and break it down  
   into subjects that are covered in the toolbox agency resources. And a good thing to 
remember as we do our job struggle with all of this computer things we have day today 
wilderness connection human connection spurred it all. Though we, manage the policy, and 
through guidance on law it's all about that human connection to the land, what we are 
charged with protecting. Just going to leave, this quote by Aldo Leopold, we shall never 
achieve harmony with the land, anymore than we shall achieve absolute justice or liberty for 
people. In these higher aspirations, the important thing is not to achieve but to strive. With 
that, I want to thank you, for attending the next session, will be answered. 10:00 it is, ask, and 
70 type in 11:00 1:00 Mountain standard Time, right? Sure yet, I will go ahead and first let 
everyone ask questions if they would like to ask questions. We haven't seen any questions in 
the chat box yet if you do have questions, we can take those now. Give everyone a couple of 
minutes. Anyone have questions? Okay. Okay well, while people are maybe thinking of 



questions, just wanted to thank you all for joining us, the next session in the series is 
preserving old miscarriage, multiagency responsibility for this afternoon at 1:00 p.m. 
mountain time not 10:00 p.m. as it says on the screen, 1:00 p.m. mountain. You can find 
information about this in the positions of the series, and other upcoming events and webinars 
online wilderness connect finally, if you could we would really appreciate your feedback, on 
this session. We have a survey, and it is here, you see it here on this, box web links box, 
evaluation if you click an evaluation, highlight evaluation, then below the bottom of this 
chapter? Or, evaluation box see a browse to button. First click an evaluation, highlighted. Look 
on the browse to button, that will pull up the survey for you. If you don't have that browse to 
button just double-click on the word, evaluation itself. We use this, information from the 
evaluation, to improve our future webinars. And thank you, for participating. And we hope to 
see you on the next session. Thanks McKinney. Thank you everybody. I, evaluation link, to chat 
box. There is, also a link to the wilderness connect and, a link to the wilderness act. Thank you 
all, oh. And I will put in my chat box, if you have any questions, or follow-ups you can, get in 
touch with me, at.gov. Just, I'm seeing some people in the chat box thing, the evaluation link 
isn't working. There are two, there usually two ways to get to it,  
   highlight the evaluation, want to highlight the evaluation as it is here, have to click on the 
browse to button at the bottom of that box. If you don't have this browse to button, then, you 
might have to double-click on the link itself, the evaluation. This, this, I'm sorry. This this 
webinar will be was recorded, will be available on wilderness connect so, Marielle, it will be 
available, to recording wilderness connect within the week. To answer the question. Give it 
one second here. Looks like Kim is typing in something. Give it a minute here.  
    
 
The link seems broken. I don't know.  
 
Post the one. Holly do you have the link for the evaluation?  
 
 Okay. Can we email it, I do not there's any way to email it out to the participants?  
    
 
This is a lane if we don't get a link I think Holly will be able to find a link if we don't get the link 
I can email it to everyone, who did register for this, their email and peewee well, do it one way 
or another, I will discuss that with you and Michelle, thanks.  
 
Thanks Jill. Everybody if we can't fix the link it will be emailed to you.  
 
I want to thank everybody for attending.  
    
 
IPod as though the technical difficulties everyone have to email the evaluation link to 
everyone that registered. Thanks for your patience. And, we will get that to you via email. 
Thanks, and see you next session. 
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